
38S MY SCHOOLS AND SCHOOLATASTERS;

lye cunning which some of the lower animals, such as the fox,

possess, existing in a. wonderful degree of perfection. Pope
himself, who "could not drink tea \vitllout a stratagem,"
could scarce have possessed a larger share of it. And yet
how distinct must not this sort of ingenuity be from the

mechanical ingenuity ! Angus cannot fix a button in its
hole. I even see him baffled by a tall snufibox, with a small

quantity of snufF at its bottom, that lies beyond the reach of

his linger. lIe has not ingenuity enough to lay it on its side,

or to empty its snuff on his palm; but stretches and ever

stretches towards it the unavailing digit, and then gets angry
to find it elude his touch. There are other idiots, however,

who have none of Angus's cunning, in whom this mechanical

ability is decidedly developed. Many of the cretins of the

Alps are said to be remarkable for their skill as artisans; and

it is told ofa Scotch idiot:, who lived in a cottage on tb Maol

biiie Common in the upper part of the Black Isle, and in whom

a similar mechanical ability existed, abstracted from abiJty of

almost every other kind, that,among other things, he fabricated,

out of apiece of rude metal, a large sacking needle. Angus is

attached to his patron, and mourns for the deceased lady; but

he seems to have little general regard for the species,-simply

courting for the time those from whom he expects snuffi A

Cromarty idiot, on the contrary, is obliging and kindly to all,

and bears a peculiar love to children; and though more ai

imbecile in some respects than even Angus, he has a turn for

dress, and can attire himself very neatly. In this last respect,

however, the Oronarty fool was excelled by an idiot of the

last age, known to the children of many a village and hamlet

as Fool Charloch, who used to go wandering about the coun

try, adorned somewhat in the style of an Indian chief, with

half a peacock's tail stuck in his cap. Yet another idiot, a

fierce and dangerous creature, seemed as invariably malignant

in his dispositions as the Cromarty one is benevolent, and died

in a prison, to which he had been committed for killing a poor

half-witted associate. Yet another idiot of the north of Scot

land had a strange turn for the supernat.uial. He was a mitt.
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